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I have been

/ in opposition to fascism all along in all its forms, These 

men are called upon to exert effort-» in production- I do not 

say that they are not doing it, but I am sure that they feel 

that it seems to be anomalous that men who have advocated such 

things; who have declared themselves wholly and fully for the 

war, should still remain in the internment camp ; and not only 

that, but that others should still be arrested at this stage 

of the game ; when all the things, the prejudices we have had. 

the fact that we allowed ourselves — and with all 

due respect to the people involved, we did allow ourselves 

to be fooled by the Communist bogey, I am very much « 
convinced of that. That instead of believing Hitler, that 

Communism was the danger and this world revolution nonsense, 

we should have seen that the danger lay right there with 

Hitler, and that what he was trying to do was to divide 

us and pick us off one by one, I was certainly disturbed 

when I recalled the time when Mr - Chamberlain came off the 

aeroplane and waved a piece of paper, a twenty-five year non- 

aggression pact with Germany and peace i our time.

By Mr» MARTIN : No, peace with honour, A, Yes, peace

with honour. I said to myself then, I remember,"Well, that is 

the first shot> , The war is on,." ' That was not peace that 

was being discussed there, That was the means of splitting up

the forces that should have been united. But those are all

things that have no place in discussion, and if I was free 

myself to-day, I would not r , H of those matters on any put lie- 

platform — not because I am a timid sort of individual; as 

you can probably see, I am not so terribly timid; not because 

of that, but because I am convinced that is not what is needed 
at the present time. It would not do us any good. It could


